W.A.R.S.
Whiskers Animal Rescue & Sanctuary
ADOPTION QUESTIONNAIRE
Our humane organization takes responsibility for stray cats that might otherwise not have a
chance at adoption. Therefore, we seek permanent, loving homes where our “special” cats can
live a long, happy and healthy life. For this reason we must ask you to answer the following
questions, which will enable us to determine your suitability as a prospective adopter.
NAME____________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS_________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
HOME PHONE______________________________________________________________
WORK PHONE______________________________________________________________
OUR ADOPTION REQUIREMENTS

•

You must be at least 21 years old, with proper proof of age.

•

Current identification must show your correct address and phone number.

•

If you are living with your parents, one of them must sign the Adoption Contract.

•

You must be able and willing to spend the time and money needed to feed, house, train
and provide medical care for your cat.

•

You must be willing to allow an authorized representative of WARS to make an adoption
follow-up either in person or by telephone.

•

Spaying or neutering of pets adopted through a humane organization is a state law, and
you must be willing to comply with this law.

•

You must read carefully the terms of our Adoption Contract and be willing to agree to the
terms.

•

Finally, you must pay a nonrefundable Adoption Fee in cash or local check.

IF YOU ARE WILLING TO COMPLY WITH THE ABOVE REQUIREMENTS, PLEASE
COMPLETE THIS FORM AND RETURN IT TO A WARS REPRESENTATIVE.
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1. I want a cat because_____________________________________________________
2. Is the cat for you and your household? If no, who is it for?

3. Who lives in your household?
Adults__________________________________________________________________
Children_________________________________________________________________
Their ages_______________________________________________________________
4. Does everyone in your household want a cat? ___________________________________
5. Whose responsibility will the care of the cat be?

6. Do you or anyone in your household have any allergies?
7. Do you own your house or apartment?
8. If rented, please provide Landlord contact to ensure that it is ok to have a pet at your
current residence_______________________________________________________
9. If you’ve been living at your present address less than one year, list your previous address
and length of stay:

10. Are you employed full time?
_________________________________________________
Part time? ________________________________________________________________
Unemployed?____________________________________________________________
Work at home?___________________________________________________________
Retired?_________________________________________________________________
Employer’s name, address and phone number:
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
11. Have you owned or adopted other cats before?
For how long?
What happened to them?
12. Do you have other pets at home now?
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How many and what kind?
Are they spayed/neutered, up to date on shots etc?_______________________________
13. Who is your veterinarian?
14. Can we contact them for medical history of prior or current pets?___________________
15. Will you provide annual and emergency medical treatment as necessary for your cat?

16. Cats often live longer than 15 years. Can you care for a cat that long?
What would you do with the cat if you could no longer care for it?

17. If you were to move in the future, or move where cats are not allowed, what would you
do with the cat?
18. Where will you be keeping the cat?___________________________________________
In the house?
Outdoors?
Other?
19. Will the cat be allowed outside?
20. Do all of the windows in your home have strong, sturdy screens?
_____________________________________________________________
21. What will you feed the cat? ________________________________________________
22. Where will the cat sleep?___________________________________________________
23. Are you prepared to handle the habits and lifestyles of cats, such as jumping on furniture,
countertops, tables, etc.?___________________________________________________
24. Are you prepared for the scratching, chewing, and mischievousness of a kitten?________
________________________________________________________________________
25. Do you have the necessary equipment at home for the new cat (litter box, dishes, food,
etc.)?___________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
26. What things or activities will you provide to amuse the cat?________________________
________________________________________________________________________
27. Do you plan to declaw the cat?_______________________________________________
28. How did you find out about WARS adoptables?
________________________________________________________________________
29. Is there anything else we should know?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
I CERTIFY THAT THE INFORMATION I’VE PROVIDED IS COMPLETE AND CORRECT
TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE.
Signature _____________________________________________________________________
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Date

_______________________________________________________________________
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